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TO RICH SKILL
DESCRIPTORS
Skills-based hiring and education
improves the precision of our
communication about what
employers seek in job candidates,
what skills individuals hold, and
what educators are teaching.
When you document your skills
in a standard syntax, such as
rich skill descriptors (RSDs), you
move towards a standardized way
to talk about skills, to describe
skills in a way that is machine
readable, interoperable, and
narrows the skills gap between
industry and education. In addition,
documenting your skills as RSDs
increases the likelihood that your
skills can be reused by other
organizations.
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Publishing these skills as rich
skill descriptors (RSDs) in a tool,
like the Open Skills Management
Tool (OSMT) creates a permalink
URL for that skill. Each rich
skill descriptor includes a
number of properties, such as
a name, relevant occupations,
connections to industry
standards or certifications,
and may be part of one or
more collections. An educator,
employer, or job seeker can
search for these RSDs and refer
to them to describe precisely
what they teach or seek in the
marketplace.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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KEY
DEFINITIONS

OPEN

RICH SKILL DESCRIPTOR (RSD)

Open - Freely available, modifiable, and distributable.

A skill statement and associated datapoints about that skill. The
RSD is machine-readable, searchable data that allows for the
interoperability of a skill across digital platforms.

OPEN SOURCE
Software with freely available, modifiable, redistributable source
code. A broader definition can be found at opensource.org.

SKILLS & COMPETENCIES

OPEN SKILLS MANAGEMENT TOOL (OSMT)
Open-source software for storing, editing, and hosting collections
of RSDs.

OSN uses the term “skills” to encompass skills and
competencies, using the broad definition of an “Entity
comprised of an academic, professional, occupational,
vocational and/or life goal, outcome, or standard, such as
knowledge, skill, ability, task, habit of mind, or habit of practice”
(Credential Engine).
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BACKGROUND:
WHY MAKE RICH
SKILL DESCRIPTORS
The OSN promotes a more equitable, skills-driven labor market that matches
learners and workers with education and career opportunities, helps
employers find better talent, and empowers learners and workers to pursue
education that will lead them to their goals.
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BACKGROUND: WHY
MAKE RICH SKILL
DESCRIPTORS

Employers will increasingly struggle to
close skills gaps, as it’s expected that
50% of employees will need to learn new
skills by 2025, and many occupations
require significant upskilling or reskilling
in the face of automation and other
changes. An estimated 30 million
Americans face barriers to employment
like degree and experience requirements
despite having the skills for higher-paying
work. Education providers who want to
increase enrollment through teaching
employer-sought skills can’t get clear
information about what employers are
looking for.
The OSN promotes a more equitable,
skills-driven labor market that
matches learners and workers with
education and career opportunities,
helps employers find better talent,
and empowers learners and workers
to pursue education that will lead
them to their goals.
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Skills-based hiring enables employers
to recruit job candidates based on the
match between skills in job requirements
and candidate information. In the future,
employers’ sophisticated job descriptions
will be able to find candidates for
them and job candidates’ new types of
resumes and records will be able to find
opportunities for them.
This will be made possible by the
precise information embedded in these
documents on the skills they have,
which computers can use to make
unprecedented strides in match quality.
RSDs store this skills information for
use in resumes, badges, credentials, job
descriptions, and more.
What does it mean when a job posting
requires “communication skills”? Public
speaking or customer service? Marketing
copy or good listening? Does their
communication need to pass a certain
bar, like an assessment?

You can reference RSDs in your
conversations to anchor your work
together to shared meanings.

Skills need to move
to be useful.
You need to move your bundle of skills
to an employer to work, then between
employers, projects, clients, and
activities after that. The more you can
move them all in a way that the receiver
understands, the more you can benefit.
Skills are easier to move when they are in
labeled boxes than in a disorganized pile.
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RSD
PROPERTIES
A rich skill
descriptor is made
of a skill statement
and associated
datapoints about
that skill.
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RSD
PROPERTIES

Employers, educators, and job
seekers can all use RSDs in any
documents they use that contain
statements about skills.
A rich skill descriptor is made of
a skill statement and associated
datapoints about that skill.
Within the RSD schema, there are a
number of properties available for
use; some of these properties are
required, while others are optional.
The RSD schema syntax has four
required fields:
•
•
•
•

An author
The RSD Name,
The skill statement,
A unique identifier

All other properties are optional.
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If you are working in the Open
Skills Management Tool, it will
automatically assign the author (your
organization’s name) and a unique
identifier is automatically generated
for the RSD. The RSD name is a short
description of the skill and the Skill
Statement is the statement that
describes the performance of the
skill. Optional fields include a category
used to organize groups of RSDs
together, professional standards,
industry certifications, related
occupations, employer data about job
titles associated with the RSD, and
alignments to external web sources
(see the example skill in OSMT, “Use
Data to Support Decision Making”).
The more fields you fill out, the more
value your skills can confer. For more
detail on what goes into an RSD,
see the Standards Implementation
Recommendations and our playbook
adjunct to the RSD properties.
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RSD
PROPERTIES

Example of
an RSD in
Credential
Finder
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ACTIONABLE
STEPS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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IDENTIFY YOUR FOCUS AREAS
EXPLORE EXISTING RSDS
USE RSDS
CREATE RSDS
ORGANIZE INTO COLLECTIONS
SHARE RSDS
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ACTIONABLE
STEPS

Apply the RSD data schema properties to your skills information.
Your organization can translate your skills information into RSDs through these steps:
1. Identify Your Focus Areas

3. Use RSDs

5. Organize into Collections

Come up with a selection of job roles,
courses, programs, or pathways within
which you want to focus on improving your
skills communication. Ideally, if you can pick
a subset that will allow you to evaluate the
outcomes of your new RSD information. See
our playbook on Open Skills Implementation
for more detail.

If you find some or all of what you need, use
the RSD language in your documentation
and for each skill, link to its URL. That way,
other reviewers or users may click on this
link to view more information that can help
them decide if they have or need this skill.

Organize your RSDs into collections to group
them and facilitate navigation. A collection
could be organized into related RSDs for a
job or occupation, on a topic, for a program
or course, or any other purpose.

2. Explore Existing RSDs

OSN encourages you to reuse skills that
exist and make new skills that serve the rest
of your needs. For each RSD that you create,
you will need to complete a minimum set of
fields. The more fields you fill out, the more
useful the RSDs will be. See a description of
fields in our adjunct to this playbook.

Check out RSDs that other organizations
have made by browsing Western Governors
University’s (WGU) published collections
and openRSD for inspiration. Search by
occupation, framework, skill, or keyword, for
example. RSDs should be published with a
license that encourages their reuse, so make
sure that you review the organization’s
licensing rules for their RSDs.
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4. Create RSDs

6. Share RSDs
Once you have created your RSDs,
share them with the public so that other
people can use your skills. If necessary,
you can keep your RSDs internal to your
organization. However, when people outside
your organization can access the URLs to
your RSDs within your documents like job
descriptions or microcredentials, you will
be providing a value to the community that
is not possible without the level of detail
enabled by RSDs. Our playbook on OSMT is
a good resource on sharing RSDs.
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LINKS & INFO
The Open Skills Network continues to
grow and impact the skills industry at
a rapid pace. Membership is free, and
joining OSN will help to kickstart your
own open skills journey.
Once you’re a member of OSN, you
can join one of several workgroups:
the Governance Workgroup, Technical
Workgroup, Policy Workgroup, and
Open Recognition Workgroup. These
workgroups are the best way to
connect with other members, share
ideas, and contribute to the greater
open skills community.

About OSN
openskillsnetwork.org/about
Join OSN
openskillsnetwork.org/join
Join Workgroups
openskillsnetwork.org/work-groups
Existing RSDs
openRSD
RSD Recommendations
RSD Properties

Contact Info
info@openskillsnetwork.org
YouTube | LinkedIn | Twitter
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